




The training bases and the student campus of Canavia are located on the

picturesque Canary Islands - Europe's medium-haul Hawaii. A perfect place

for foreign students, the islands are relaxed and unpretentious despite the low

cost of living. In addition to their relaxed atmosphere, the islands are an

entrepreneurial hub where innovation in business is encouraged.

Known for its safe cities with a variety of leisure and recreational activities, the

islands are only a few hours' flight away from major European cities and offer

twice as many beaches as the Hawaiian Islands.
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              UNIQUE LOCATION

The Canary Islands is an ideal location for pilot

training due to its consistent good weather, diverse

landscapes, and access to modern training facilities.

The archipelago is also located in close proximity to

Europe and Africa, making it a convenient location

for international trainees.

              PERFECT WEATHER ALL YEAR LONG

The Canary Islands are located off the northwest

coast of Africa. The climate is subtropical and

generally mild throughout the year, with

temperatures ranging from 18-24°C in winter and

24-28°C in summer, creating perfect conditions for

pilot training.

              LEISURE & ACTIVITIES

The Canary Islands offer a variety of leisure

activities, including hiking, surfing, and swimming.

Visitors can also explore national parks and

botanical gardens, or relax on the turquoise

beaches. 

City streets offer a wide range of shops and

restaurants of all kinds. Nightlife options range from

traditional Spanish bars to contemporary clubs. 

One of the most popular areas for students is Las

Palmas de Gran Canaria, which offers affordable

living in an island but a metropolitan environment,

making the city a preferred destination for student

pilots.
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Top 10 Reasons
TO LIVE AND STUDY IN THE CANARY ISLANDS

Year-round warm weather and sunshine

Stunning beaches with crystal-clear waters

Unique volcanic landscapes and natural beauty

Rich history and cultural heritage to explore

Diverse and delicious local cuisine
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Top 10 Reasons
TO LIVE AND STUDY IN THE CANARY ISLANDS

World-class hiking trails and outdoor

activities

Family-friendly attractions and entertainment

Vibrant nightlife and entertainment scene

Affordable prices for accommodation

and dining

Easy accessibility and convenient

transportation options
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Accommodation

Canavia offers accommodation options at cozy student houses, located within

a maximum of 30 minutes drive to reach classes and flights. 

Individual lockable rooms

•

Common areas: 

Kitchen

Living room

TV area

WC

Bathroom

Garden

Scan the code for a guided tour through

one of our student houses:



PRICE PER STUDENT:

from €350 to €450/month

SERVICES (included):

Water, electricity and Internet bills (up to €140 monthly per house)

Prices & location

School

Accommodation

Gran Canaria island




